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How to add a watermark to your script. The feature allows you to apply a watermark to your exported video or to automatically inject your text watermark into the video. This tutorial will show you how to install your watermark into a project. This process is done from the color area. To add your own watermark, head to the Water Mark section, find the
area where you want to position your text and drag in the color you want the watermark to appear. How to use text shadows in your script. You can control the appearance of all text shadows in the text panel, including their color, opacity, rotation, and size. To control the text shadows, head to the Text Shadow section. Set the Width, Height and Radius
values to control the appearance of the text shadow. You can also change the Color of the shadow, use the Opacity to control the amount of blending of the shadow from the background and by default, the shadow is always on top of other text. How to add a picture-in-picture effect to your script. Add captions to pictures in motion. Make a picture play
inside a text box. Control any video or picture from your script in a timeline. To add a picture-in-picture effect, head to the Picture-in-Picture section and click the Add Picture-in-Picture button. Then locate the video or picture you want to make visible or invisible within the text box, and insert the video or picture into the Text Box. It is advisable that you
make use of the dir attribute which allows you to set the base direction of text for display. This is essential to support languages that use right-to-left scripts such as Arabic, Hebrew, N'Ko, Syriac, and Thaana. Many different languages are written with these scripts, including Arabic, Dhivehi, Hebrew, Mandinka, Pashto, Persian, Pular, Sindhi, Syriac, Urdu,
Yiddish, etc.
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the animography pro typeface gives you the ability to create your own typeface in after effects that is inspired by all those great old classic typefaces from the 60s and 70s. you can combine multiple character styles, change the letter shapes, adjust the stroke width, add a bevel, a shadow, and many other basic features that make the typeface look like
a real piece of old typography.order 4 or more animography typefaces and save an additional 25% after effects is all about animation. if youre ready to start animating type in after effects, this tutorial will take you from 0 to 60, with detailed explanations on how to create type animation from scratch. when youve got that down, its time to go to town,
and this tutorial will teach you the tools you need to create some eye-catching type animations, such as bouncing texts, animated buttons, and the like.order 4 or more animography typefaces and save an additional 25% it's all about the legibility, and the rhythmic flow of the text. that's why it's important to make sure that each letter is aligned to the

same position, and that the typeface has the right kerning for proper legibility. in this tutorial, we will go over the basics of type design and kerning in after effects. we will also examine the problem of legibility and the special considerations needed when creating type for arabic and persian.order 4 or more animography typefaces and save an additional
25% the legibility of a typeface is the main determiner of how well it will read. you may have no problem reading a typeface like times new roman at small sizes, but if you have a single, all-cap face that is only half the size, you might find it impossible to read. kerning is the art of adjusting the spaces between letters in a typeface to help make the text

more readable. in this tutorial, we will go over the basics of designing type in after effects, explaining how to create type animation and type kerning. we will also examine the problem of legibility and the special considerations needed when designing type for arabic and persian.order 4 or more animography typefaces and save an additional 25%
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